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CALCULATE AVERAGE PURCHASE VALUE: Calculate this number by dividing your businesses total revenue in a time 

period (usually one year) by the number of purchases/transactions over the course of that same time period. If your 

business is consistent in it’s monthly sales with little growth you can do this over a period of a month. If you track sales 

per customer then you can easily group those sales per unique individual for a more accurate avg. monthly purchase 

value. For example: At NCFIT we manage all sales per customer and then have a general category for walk-ins/drop-ins. 

So if Jason pays monthly for his membership we can calculate how much Jason spends at NCFIT by adding his 

membership + any other sales (food, apparel, etc.) When generating this # we will also generally leave out any Class 

Packages purchased and or Class Pass sales. Those are categorized as 1 time sales and or specialty. It helps give us a 

more accurate, clean assumption on the LTV. 

CALCULATE AVERAGE PURCHASE FREQUENCY RATE: Calculate this number by dividing the number of purchases over 

the course of the time period by the number of unique customers who made purchases during that time period. Because 

we only use monthly memberships, we can divide this by the # of months we are using to get a more accurate #. Hence 

why it’s best to use a year if that data is available. If you do not use a monthly EFT model then you can still use the 

monthly equation you will just have to take the extra step of creating an avg. purchase per unique member/customer.

CALCULATE CUSTOMER VALUE: Calculate this number by multiplying the average purchase value by the average 

purchase frequency rate. In NCFIT’s case, for easy math (not real #’s), lets say a monthly membership is $200. We can 

take the $200 times 200 members on monthly EFT + whatever our monthly avg. additional sales are per unique customer 

x that by 200 and add it back in.  (Make sure you divide those additional sales by the # of unique transactions so you 

know what the avg. cost per unique transaction is as explained above.) Equation: CV = Avg. monthly membership X # of 

monthly members + avg. monthly additional sales per member.

CALCULATE AVERAGE CUSTOMER LIFESPAN: Calculate this number by averaging out the number of years a customer 

continues purchasing from your company. Or in our case, the avg. lifespan of a membership. Most billing companies can 

factor this for you using your historicals or you can  use the churn/loyalty/retention rate.
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04.

Example Taken from: https://www.clv-calculator.com/customer-lifetime-value-formulas/simple-clv-formula/

• 100% divided by (100% minus the annual retention rate) OR (1 ÷ (1- annual retention rate))

• So in this example of an 80% loyalty rate, the average customer lifetime would be:

 100% ÷ (100% -80%) =

 100% ÷ 20% = 5 years average customer lifetime period

• Now we have all the inputs into the simple customer lifetime value formula, we can then calculate CLV as:

 CLV = $1,400 (profit) x 5 (years) – $1,000 (acquisition) = $6,000
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THEN, CALCULATE LTV BY MULTIPLYING CUSTOMER VALUE BY THE AVERAGE CUSTOMER LIFESPAN. This will give 

you an estimate of how much revenue you can reasonably expect an average customer to generate for your company 

over the course of their relationship with you. To create the lifespan for a new company this will be broad and 

speculative and best to use some industry data. For an existing location with a larger data set to pull from it. 

GYM A EXAMPLE
          • We have on avg. 20 cancellations a month. That’s 240 a year. 

          • Our EFT members, not including class packs and specialty packages (as mentioned above) is 520. 

          • Take 240 divided by 520 and our churn rate is 46%. 

          • Divide 46 into 100 as stated above and you get roughly a 2 year lifespan of a member. 

At GYM A if we say that our average yearly spend per member used in this data set is:

          Monthly Membership: $200 (200 x 12= $2400)

          Additional Sales per unique Member: $216

          Average Member Lifespan: 2 years

        (2400 + $216) X 2 = $5232 GYM A’S LTV = $5232

05.

(AVG. YEARLY / MONTHLY SPEND PER UNIQUE MEMBER) X (AVG. YEARLY / MONTHLY LENGTH OF TIME THEY STAY A MEMBER) = LVT
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